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About This Game

The world of the keeper is being attacked by a race of giant insects, you must eliminate all that find or they will destroy the
world.

OBJECTIVE
Kill as many enemies as you can, upgrade your weapons and equipment using XP. Killing the queen, the game restarts with even

greater difficulty. Show that you are very good finishing the phase up in the most difficult mode.
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The best puzzle ever!!! Respect for dev. Hello, I really like this game. It's really fun, I like the graphics and the music fits in
nicely, also the cinematics are cool. I recommend this game :3. Riding and flying through bizarre, beautiful landscapes while
gorgeous music plays. Trippy and magical. Went back through it three more times, and can't wait to dive in again! Been
searching for a VR experience like this. Really hope there is more to come.. It's as bad as everybody else is saying it is. I'm glad
it isn't being worked on anymore.. While running through the free card games on steam, I stumbled across Hidden Dimensions
3. Since it was a SciFi themed game, it immediately skipped to the top of my playlist.

Then I was stuck in an absolutely tiny window reading an excessive amount of text in the tutorial because I couldn\u2019t adjust
the resolution once the tutorial began. I admit, that soured me on the game.

As for the tutorial itself, it was thorough and explained things fairly well, BUT it didn\u2019t feel like I learned how to truly
play since I was simply told the rules and told what to play when. The tutorial is both very good and not a proper introduction to
playing.

Giving the game another chance does reveal a lot of good things about it. The ships are good. There is excellent variety and
quality art. The game design and game play is reasonable and well thought out. Unfortunately the game feels too slow over all.
Even playing with a speed human deck it feels like you are grinding away in order to win.

If you are looking for a new card game, you could certainly do worse. This game doesn\u2019t make it into my recommend list,
but that doesn\u2019t mean it won\u2019t make it into yours.. Unique artstyle and music but just a typical story nothing too
fabulous but it's simple enough to make a decent tale BUT it doesn't end satisfyingly. Like it REALLY ends on an unsatisfying
note for that I kinda recommend against it.

As a VN:
5.5/10. back in 2007 most computers couldnt run this game but now you can get a stable 10fps 10/10. Best expansion for a
game : EVER!
I haven't had so much enjoyment playing an expansion pack. As always, Valve never fails to impress, same goes to Gearbox for
their legendary game developing skills.
Opposing Force not only expands the main game, but adds major updates to the already grand foundation laid out by Half-Life.
The story starts right where Half-Life starts, but you're controlling a commando of the HECU unit (which was the army
squadrons that were trying to kill you in the original game) and the plot cuts off to a different direction that we never got to see
before and also you get to have super cool buddies and with so many additions to the game which are : MANY new weapons,
different equipment, lots of new characters, better AI, squad teammates with different attributes, lots of new enemies.
And best thing was, I got this gem during the Valve special sale event along with the whole Half-Life collection just for 10
bucks. Best decision EVA!
10/10 - All hail Gaben, our lord.
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Looking for a fun, and challenging little platformer to spend the day with? Nothing overly complex, yet nothing too simple,
either? Well then, prepare your Ned Flanders mustache, and get your retro finger tips ready, because this it, baby! Super
Mustache mixes the basic roots of Mario, with a touch of Contra. The 16 exciting stages of jumping, dodging, and key hunting
kept me entertained from start to finish.

Love it!. Just played 3 missions with 3 strangers, 2 on PSVR, 1 on Rift with me on the Vive. Had an absolute blast, laughed
my♥♥♥♥♥off. This is a well made game which is enjoyable enough single player but an incredible amount of fun with other
people. I hope they release more missions.

. The DLC doesn't work... I installed it only to find out it doesn't show up when trying to equip the commander... I submitted a
ticket, and it hasn't replied in 2 weeks. Tried everything including re-installing the game, and it still doesn't work. Overall, the
units look cool, but until this is fixed I am not recommending it, sorry.. where can i find the space paint job got the toys but no
paint. This game is fun and scary, great VR experience. A lots of jumping scare, I'd love the story though. hope the creator
make this game less jumpy and more scary^^. This game is so bad!. good game old but fun at times. Great walking simulator, if
it can be categorised like that.
Everything is well done, I enjoyed my time there. I feel like coming back in a few month, just to sit in a room and chill out with
a good drink while events unfold.
Hope to get more products like this one.
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